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To my dad:

This book is for you because you taught me what it 

means to love family and the importance of being faithful 

in all the small things that make life worth living. I am 

grateful for many things and at the top of that list is that 

you’re my dad. I love you more than I can say and have 

always been so proud to be Charles Marino’s daughter.
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Foreword

I met Melanie Shankle on the internet. I laugh as I write that, 

but it’s true. She and I began blogging around the same time 

many years ago, and fortunately for me, we eventually crossed 

paths in real life. I felt an immediate connection to Melanie, not 

just because we were both tackling the brave new world of social 

media at the same time, but because her unmistakable, irresisti-

bly dry- but- warm humor simply drew me in. One has no choice; 

just a short conversation and you become an instant Melanie fan.

So Melanie and I are friends. But she also happens to be 

one of my very favorite writers. Having inhaled her blog and 

devoured her books for years, I can still plop down, start reading, 

and find myself laughing within the first five minutes. Melanie 

has this consistent ability to pull you in with hilarious recollec-

tions (usually rich in pop culture references), self- deprecating 

observations (so, so funny), and family anecdotes that are vividly 

relatable and real.

But here’s the kicker— and the truly magical thing about 

Melanie: Just when you think the girl is 24/7 funny, she’ll throw 

you a major curveball with a poignant moment. A tender reflec-

tion. A spiritual contemplation. A painful memory. And then you 
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have tears in your eyes. The next thing you know, you’re crying. 

(Related note: Have a box of Kleenexes handy as you read certain 

passages in this book. Consider yourself warned.) But then . . . you 

guessed it! A classic Melanie one- liner that makes you laugh out 

loud through the tears. Dolly Parton’s character in Steel Magnolias 

had it right: Laughter through tears really is the best emotion.

Melanie’s previous books have covered motherhood, mar-

riage, and friendship in beautiful detail. But Church of the Small 

Things is, I think, my favorite. With her signature wit and wis-

dom, Melanie shows us that life is about the small moments, the 

small memories, the small achievements. We all have them. And 

when we learn to embrace them, we will see that it really is the 

small things that make up this beautiful thing called life. As I 

was reading the manuscript for this book, I sent Melanie a text 

along the lines of “My gosh, I love this book so much.”

It’s a good one, friends. I know you’ll love it as much as I did.

Ree
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Introduction

I ’ve spent my whole life listening to the story in the Bible 

where Jesus feeds five thousand people with five small loaves 

of bread and two fish. (Thank goodness that crowd didn’t know 

about being gluten free.) I’ve seen it depicted on flannel boards 

in Sunday school, watched it brought to life in movies about 

Jesus, and heard it taught from various pulpits a million times. 

Whenever and however the story is told, the focus is always on 

one of three things: (1) the disciples who didn’t have faith in 

what Jesus could do, (2) the miracle of turning a sack lunch into 

enough food to feed five thousand people, or (3) the admirable 

character of the little boy who willingly offered his meager lunch. 

But you know who never gets a shout- out? The mom who packed 

that lunch in the first place.

Maybe she was in a hurry; maybe she just threw in those five 

small loaves and two fish and shooed her boy out the door, glad 

to get him out from under her feet for the day. If she was like me, 

she probably hadn’t been to the store recently and even gave the 

fish a quick sniff, worried it might not be any good. Maybe she 

gave the bread a quick once- over for signs of mold, because how 

embarrassing would it be to have your kid pull out some moldy 
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bread for lunch? No matter what was involved in packing that 

lunch on that particular morning, I’m willing to bet she wasn’t 

really concerned or even thinking about how God might choose 

to use her boy’s lunch that day. I bet she didn’t wring her hands 

over whether or not that lunch might matter in the larger scheme 

of God’s plans or wish she could do something on a larger stage 

in front of an audience of people cheering her on as she tucked 

that fish and those loaves into a basket, and she definitely didn’t 

do an Instagram story about it. The bottom line is, she didn’t 

do the glamorous thing; she did the faithful thing. She packed a 

lunch for her boy just like she’d probably done a million times 

before, and God used her small act of faithfulness to feed five 

thousand people. He also used her son, whom she’d probably 

admonished daily to “be kind and share with others,” wondering 

if it was falling on deaf ears. She got tangible proof that day that 

her boy had actually been paying attention. If you’re a mom, then 

you know that this, in and of itself, can feel like a miracle.

So maybe you can see where I’m headed with this mom and 

the lunch bag story. Sometimes the biggest things God does 

start out in the smallest, most ordinary acts of daily faithfulness. 

The things we do so often and with so little fanfare that we don’t 

even think about them anymore. We can spend so much time 

wondering and worrying if we’re fulfilling God’s primary will 

for our lives. Yet, ultimately, God’s will isn’t about the things 

we achieve; it’s about the people we become. Life is more about 

how he uses us to make a difference to the people who cross our 

paths, even while we are just going about our normal, sometimes 

boring, lives. He is a God who used twelve men to change an 

entire world. He is a God who clearly finds value where we tend 

to look and see nothing special. God’s primary will for our lives 
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isn’t about a particular job or a circumstance. It’s not about the 

city we live in or whether we’re married or single. We are in 

God’s will when we wake up with a willingness to go wherever 

he leads that day, to seek him in the ordinary, and to love and 

influence the people around us. Sometimes that can look a whole 

lot like packing a lunch.

Life is what is happening all around us while we’re waiting 

for the thing we hope will give us some sort of inner peace, 

contentment, or joy. The problem is that when and if that thing 

happens, we usually enjoy it for all of three- and- a- half minutes 

before realizing nothing in us has fundamentally changed. Our 

hair still doesn’t look like Connie Britton’s and we’re still not as 

funny as Tina Fey, and so we decide that maybe it’s the next big 

moment that will finally make us truly happy. Meanwhile, we’re 

ignoring the fact that we woke up that morning with air in our 

lungs, had a cup of hot coffee, and laughed on the phone with a 

friend. I once heard a teenage boy say as he worked at the conces-

sion stand at our neighborhood pool, “It’s Saturday night and I’ve 

got a new pair of shoes— the possibilities are endless.” I thought, 

Yes! Let’s embrace the wonder hidden in the ordinary— whatever the 

new pair of shoes might be— because these are the moments that are 

full of possibility and promise.

Sometimes it happens when we’re right in the middle of the 

daily grind— driving car pool, going to the grocery store, attend-

ing class, working in a cubicle, wiping sticky jelly fingerprints off 

our countertops, tucking in the kids, and packing lunches. One of 

those normally ungrateful children will hug us extra- tight and 

whisper, “You’re the best mom ever.” Or a friend texts to say, “I’ve 

been thinking about you.” Or we crack up because our insane dog 

is jumping up repeatedly on the other side of the kitchen window. 
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When we start to pay attention, we realize life is full of small 

wonders that can make all the difference in a day, an hour, or a 

lifetime. And those small moments are no less holy than the big 

ones. In fact, maybe they are more holy because it is the million 

little pieces of our lives that really shape the people we become.

In J.R.R. Tolkien’s novel The Hobbit, the wizard Gandalf says, 

“Some believe it is only great power that can hold evil in check, 

but that is not what I’ve found. It is the small everyday deeds of 

ordinary folk that keep the darkness at bay.” The true joy of life 

is found in the everyday. It’s the moments that don’t necessarily 

take our breath away at the time that often become the ones that 

matter most. When we look back on our days, we realize such 

moments are the very threads that make up the tapestry of a life. 

Taken together, these seemingly ordinary threads of joy, sad-

ness, conflict, and laughter make something extraordinary. With 

every small thread, God is carefully and thoughtfully weaving 

a masterpiece.

We live in a culture that celebrates the big accomplishment: 

the touchdown, the Nobel Peace Prize, the student body presi-

dent and the homecoming queen. But what if we made it a habit 

to embrace and celebrate the small? The meal delivered to a sick 

friend, our kids being kind to the new kid at school, volunteering 

a few hours a week at a nursing home, or helping someone in 

need? Savoring a lazy Saturday morning in pajamas, listening to 

the sound of your children actually getting along, piña coladas 

and getting caught in the rain?

I’ve lived long enough to know that often, the most memorable 

moments in life are the ones that sneak up on you because they 

weren’t planned or orchestrated but are just the simple moments 

we’ll eventually look back on and think of as golden. They are 
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the things of love and parenting and laundry and marriage and 

what to cook for dinner— just life in all its messy, magical, mun-

dane and marvelous glory. These are the holy moments that are 

Exhibit A in why I’m a believer in the church of the small things.

These are the stories that, on the surface, may seem like 

nothing big. Some are silly and some less so, but they are all 

about the little moments that together leave a legacy and light 

the way to show us what really matters. A life isn’t made from one 

thing, one big moment, or one huge success. It’s created moment 

by moment, often with pieces that don’t look like anything beau-

tiful on their own but are the very fabric of who God meant for us 

to become as we pack lunches, raise kids, love our neighbors, and 

simply be who he created us to be— nothing more, nothing less.
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1

Give Me a Casual 
Corner Suit and Get 

Out of My Way

Enjoy the little things, for one day you may look back 

and realize they were the big things.

Robert Brault, Round Up the Usual Subjects

I t dawned on me the other day that I’ve lived in San Antonio, 

Texas, for over twenty years and that I am forty- five years old. 

For those of you doing the math at home, that means I’ve lived 

here almost half my life. Speaking of math, I read the other day 

that there are three types of people in the world: those who are 

good at math and those who aren’t.

Give yourself a minute to think about that.

The reality is, I have now lived here longer than I ever 

lived anywhere else, so I guess San Antonio should officially be 

my hometown. But when people ask where I’m from, I still say 

Beaumont, which is funny considering I only lived there for six 

years and have been gone for the last twenty- five. But I guess 
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the city where you went to high school stays a part of your story 

forever— unlike your grades in high school, for which I am eter-

nally grateful.

I ended up in San Antonio after I graduated from Texas 

A&M in the spring of 1994. I spent the summer living with my 

parents in Houston while I went on job interview after job inter-

view, wondering who would be lucky enough to hire a young girl 

who’d graduated by the very skin of her teeth with a degree in 

Speech Communications and had a long list of accomplishments 

on her résumé such as:

September 1992—October 1992: Salesgirl at Limited Express

Assisted customers in choosing outfits for special occa-

sions. In charge of folding and hanging new inventory. 

(Not mentioned: Basically just stood around and danced 

to Sir Mix- A- Lot songs.)

July 1993—August 1993: Lifeguard

Responsible for the safety of patrons at the neighborhood 

swimming pool. Trained in CPR. Also taught swimming 

lessons to toddlers. (Not mentioned: Basically just sat in 

the sun and danced to Tony! Toni! Toné! songs.)

While I could sell myself pretty well in an interview 

setting— thanks to the aforementioned Speech Communications 

degree— I knew I was dead in the water if they asked to see my 

college transcript. (Warning to any college students reading this: 

your college transcript does tend to follow you around, so maybe 

you should put this book down and go study for that Physics 201 

exam.) Anyone who figures out a way to fail Kinesiology 101 

isn’t exactly a star student, but in my defense, that golf class was 
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dumb and held on way too many days that were better suited to 

lying by the pool.

I eventually found a job in San Antonio. I credit this to three 

things: (1) my ability to make myself sound competent, (2) my 

stellar Casual Corner business suit that screamed “professional 

career woman” because it was double- breasted, and (3) the fact 

that the manager who hired me was twenty- seven years old. At 

the time, I thought she was so mature and wise, but now I know 

people in their twenties are essentially infants and know almost 

nothing except what they’ve learned watching episodes of Real 

World on MTV. I realize Real World is no longer a thing, so I 

guess today’s version of it is Keeping Up with the Kardashians, 

and while I’d like to mock this choice, I can’t help but feel that 

my generation started us down the slippery slope of reality 

television to begin with, and I was one of the first to hop on 

that train.

Anyway, my first job was working as a contract employee 

at a local hospital, helping employees figure out how to invest 

their retirement benefits. Let me stop right here for a minute 

and ask you to please close this book and look at my picture on 

the back cover. If I look like someone who gave you financial 

advice between September 1994 and February 1996, I suggest 

you immediately have your investment portfolio scrutinized by a 

certified professional— and I offer my deepest apologies.

Here’s what I remember most about that job. My salary was 

$9,500 a year plus commissions. You would think that the “plus 

commissions” part would have motivated me to spend more time 

working as opposed to going back to my apartment for long 

lunches spent watching the O.J. Simpson murder trial, but you 

would be wrong.
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Side note: When FX aired American Crime Story: The People v. 

O.J. Simpson, I was hooked. It was completely fascinating to watch 

a movie based on events you vividly remember, which validated 

for me that those lunch hours spent watching the real trial were 

totally worth it. Not to overstate it, but it’s like I inadvertently 

made an investment in my future. John Travolta plays Robert 

Shapiro. Connie Britton plays Faye Resnick. You’re welcome.

This also feels like an appropriate time to mention that my 

best friend, Gulley, was telling her husband, Jon, about a bird 

she saw in their backyard a few days ago. She correctly identi-

fied it as a “red- capped cardinal” and declared herself to be “an 

orenthalogist.” Jon corrected her that she meant “ornithologist,” 

which is the proper term for someone who studies birds, but told 

her she is indeed also an “orenthalogist” because that describes 

someone who has spent hours of her life watching a TV series 

about the murder trial of Orenthal James Simpson. And so, yes, 

Gulley and I are officially “orenthalogists,” and if that is wrong 

then we don’t want to be right.

But back to the story at hand. The problem with $9,500 

a year plus the occasional commission check is that it doesn’t 

go far. Especially not for someone who likes the finer things in 

life, like paying the telephone bill and buying groceries. Not to 

mention the realization that maybe someone who made a D in 

Personal Finance 201, was constantly overdrawn on her check-

ing account, and felt like she was playing the lottery anytime she 

went to the ATM machine (Come on, big money!), didn’t need 

to be in the business of offering financial advice to people who 

had actual money to invest. So I began looking for a better job in 

greener pastures like Dallas and Houston. This is probably the 

first time in history anyone has ever referenced greener pastures 
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in the same sentence as Dallas and Houston because, while they 

are a lot of things, green isn’t one that typically comes to mind. 

But while I was plotting and planning a job change and a move, 

something happened. In the words of Elvin Bishop, I fooled 

around and fell in love.

I met my future husband, Perry, several months before I 

graduated from Texas A&M. (You can read the whole story in 

The Antelope in the Living Room. Just look for a copy at your local 

garage sale.) I didn’t realize he was also in San Antonio until a 

mutual friend mentioned it. Perry and I began spending time 

together mainly because each of us was the only other person 

our age that we knew in San Antonio, but then it slowly turned 

into more when neither of us was paying attention. All of a sud-

den, my master plan to move to another city didn’t look quite as 

compelling. I still knew I wanted to make a job change, though, 

which is why when my manager pulled me into her office to offer 

me a promotion, I brilliantly chose to quit my job instead. This is 

what most career- guidance books and my dad would call a really 

dumb move. Consider this next sentence the after- school special 

portion of this book: “Never quit a decent job unless you have 

another one already lined up, kids.”

In what should have come as no surprise, companies were 

not lining up around the block to hire me. My grade point 

average ensured that I was shunned like a leper in the twelfth 

century, and so I ended up with a temporary position in the 

human resources department at QVC. That’s right. QVC, as in 

the home shopping network. My job was to call people on the 

phone who’d submitted an application and prescreen them to 

see if they were qualified enough to bring to the corporate office 

for an interview. This led to conversations in which I answered 
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questions such as, “Is it a problem that I smoke a lot of weed?” 

or “I turned in the application for my brother. He gets out of 

prison on Monday; can he call you back then?” I wish I were 

joking. The only real upside to working at QVC (or “The Q,” 

as we insiders liked to call it) was the in- house store where 

employees could shop for deeply discounted items that had been 

returned by customers. But even that eventually lost its novelty, 

because a single girl in her twenties doesn’t have a great need for 

dolls from the Marie Osmond Collection or jewelry from Joan 

Rivers Classics, a fact I’d tend to forget when every time I got 

carried away thanks to all the low, low prices. (It was kind of 

like the feeling you get on an airplane when you are desperate 

and end up looking through the SkyMall catalog because you 

didn’t properly estimate how many People and US magazines 

you’d need to get you through the whole flight. That’s when 

your mind tricks you into wondering how you ever survived 

without an illuminated beverage cooler or a space- saving floor- 

to- ceiling shoe rack.)

Anyway, my stint at QVC led to job search desperation, and 

I sent out résumés everywhere and to everyone, but I knew my 

goal was to stay in San Antonio because LOVE. So I finally 

resorted to signing up with a corporate headhunter named Sasa 

Johnson in hopes that she might have better luck finding me a 

job. I went to her office for my first visit in my most professional 

Casual Corner suit. She was a petite woman with lots of nervous 

energy, and I immediately felt like I was in over my head. She 

scanned my résumé quickly, drumming her fingers on the desk 

the entire time, and then gave me a steely glance as she looked up 

and said, “I’m looking at your résumé. I see almost no job experi-

ence, no qualifications, and that you graduated from college with 
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barely a 2.0 grade point average. I have to ask, what the hell have 

you been doing with your life?”

In all fairness, as much as it stung, it was a valid question.

It made me ask myself the same thing as I walked out of 

her office. It also made me decide to use a different corporate 

recruiter since it was fairly obvious that Sasa didn’t necessarily 

believe in my potential. Ultimately, I found a job working for a 

local company that manufactured doors (SNOOZE), but a year 

at that job gave me much- needed experience and led to a job 

opportunity in pharmaceutical sales, which is where I spent the 

next eleven years of my life.

Let’s talk for a minute about pharmaceutical sales. I had a 

love/hate relationship with it. The free car, the nice salary and 

bonuses, and the incredible health insurance were all huge perks. 

The days of hauling in lunches from Great China Inn, pretending 

to be an extrovert in hopes that the nurses would like me, and the 

constant worry over market share for my products? Not so much. 

To this day if I find myself sitting in a doctor’s office waiting 

room, I can start to suffer from post- traumatic stress and feel 

like maybe I was supposed to show up with lunch for thirty from 

the Olive Garden as I wrack my brain trying to remember the 

difference between LDL and HDL cholesterol.

But as much as I joke about it, working my way up to a job 

in pharmaceutical sales was one of the first real goals I set for 

myself. People tried to tell me it was a hard industry to get into, 

and I should have majored in Biology (as if), and they only hire 

people who graduate from college with a 3.5 grade point average 

or higher. But I didn’t let that deter me, because at that time in 

my life, I saw it as my own little cough and cold promised land. 

When I got the call from the hiring manager offering me the job, 
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I realized for the first time what it meant to shoot for something 

that seems impossible and achieve it. As an added bonus, Perry 

proposed to me two days later. In the words of Charlie Sheen, 

I was #winning.

God used that feeling to remind me to trust his voice when, 

eleven years later, I felt him calling me to walk away from 

pharmaceutical sales and take a chance on trying to write full 

time. It seemed like an insane risk at that point in my life, but if 

you’re reading this book then— SPOILER ALERT— it turned 

out okay.

The point I’m trying to make in this long, fairly un int-

eresting history of my career trajectory is this: For a long time, 

I really had no idea what I wanted to do with my life, so I spent 

years making decisions based on fear rather than taking a leap 

of faith to figure out what I really wanted to do or who I wanted 

to be when I grew up. It’s what so many of us do, because society 

has ingrained that kind of thinking into us. We’re supposed to go 

to college, get a degree in business, keep dating the same person, 

get married, have three kids, buy a house and a minivan, and call 

it good. It’s the American Dream. Except who decided the dream 

is one size fits all? Especially the part about the minivan. I know 

they have those automatic doors that slide open, but nevertheless, 

NO THANK YOU.

Sometimes we get caught up in thinking that the thing God 

has for us is something huge but hidden, and we either have to 

work really hard to figure it all out or wait until he drops that 

thing in our laps like manna from heaven. I absolutely believe 

God has a plan and a purpose for our lives, otherwise we wouldn’t 

be here. But he has also given all of us unique gifts— time, 

resources, money, hearts for service, athletic ability, intellect, 
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music, or the dedication to watch all six seasons of Parenthood in 

just a few sittings— which means not one of our lives will look 

like anyone else’s life.

I spent many years wringing my hands over God’s will for 

me and worrying that I was going to miss the whole thing while 

I was selling doors for a door company or cholesterol drugs for 

a pharmaceutical corporation. What I realize now is that God 

used every one of those experiences to build my character, to 

teach me perseverance and dedication, to help me figure out 

my strengths and weaknesses, and to shape my perception of 

the world. He used those jobs to get me to San Antonio, which 

is where I learned to hear his voice when I was all alone, met 

my husband, figured out I loved to write, and am now raising 

my family. I thought it was all about finding a job and being a 

productive member of society, but ultimately it was God’s way of 

leading me to a home and a purpose.

Nothing is wasted when we view it through the lens of what 

God has for us in whatever life brings our way. It’s all a part of 

who we are and who he is making us to be. For some, that may 

be a public role on a big stage, but for the vast majority of us, 

it’s about being faithful in the small stuff: going to the grocery 

store, volunteering in our kid’s classroom, befriending the new 

girl, coaching a Little League team, showing up for work every 

day, being kind to our neighbors.

We need to look for God in the ordinary, everyday things, to 

pursue our dreams and live our lives and be faithful in the small 

things, because those are the moments that prepare us for the 

next thing. Pay no mind to the critics who want to point out how 

and where we might be falling short in the process. I’ve always 

loved this quote from Teddy Roosevelt:
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It is not the critic who counts . . . the credit belongs to the 

man who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred by 

dust and sweat and blood . . .

Or as Taylor Swift taught us, haters gonna hate, hate, hate, 

but I’m just gonna shake, shake, shake it off.

Or as Sasa Johnson so eloquently asked me twenty years 

ago, “What the hell are you doing with your life?” Because now 

I realize what she was really asking— in a not- so- delicate or 

tactful way— was, “Are you going to waste this one imperfect, 

yet precious life you’ve been given?”

Small Things

Things I Wish I’d Known in College
“I was really going to be somebody by the time I 

was 23.”

Lelaina Pierce, Reality Bites

Every fall on Facebook, I see pictures of my friends dropping their kids 

off at college, and it always makes me want to curl up in the fetal posi-

tion and bawl my eyes out. It also makes me speculate what it will be 

like someday when Caroline leaves for college, and I think it’s probably 

best summed up in two words: HOT MESS. I have this mental image of 

her dragging me across the ground as I hold on to her ankles and cry, 

“Don’t leave your mother!” Although the sane part of me knows she 

has to leave because otherwise, we might become like Big and Little 
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Edie living with fifty stray cats in Grey Gardens, and that’s not good for 

anyone. Maybe especially the cats.

1. It’s really never a good idea to drink beer from a funnel.

2. I know Whataburger taquitos are delicious, but perhaps eating 

them every day at 1:30 a.m. isn’t the kindest thing to do to 

your pants.

3. Those boys who seem like they could have real potential if 

you could just change a few things about them aren’t going to 

change.

4. On a similar note, not one boy in the history of the world has 

ever quit calling because he’s “scared by how much he cares 

for you.” That’s a lie sold by Meg Ryan and romantic comedies 

in general.

5. Contrary to your belief, you do need to learn how to use a 

computer, and email is going to take off as a viable form of 

communication.

6. You will never regret all the late nights you spent hanging out 

laughing with your roommates.

7. That bodysuit that snaps at the crotch that you insist on wearing 

with high- waisted jeans and a Brighton belt is a mistake.

8. Maybe you should actually attend class every now and then 

since that’s technically what your parents are paying for every 

semester.

9. Choosing the right major really doesn’t matter as much as just 

doing enough to graduate.

10. These four years (or five or six) (no judgment here) will teach 

you more about yourself and life than you ever could have 

imagined. And give you friends and memories that will still be 

some of your favorites long after it’s over.
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How Walmart and a 
Frito Pie Made All 

the Difference

I wish there was a way to know you’re in the good old 

days before you’ve actually left them.

Andy Bernard, The Office

I was born in Houston, Texas, in August of 1971. I’m not sure 

how familiar you are with Houston, but I will tell you that 

August isn’t one of its finer months— unless you are a person 

who enjoys breathing air that is so hot and damp it makes you 

feel like you need to wring out your lungs like a wet sponge.

The story goes that my parents were with the neighbors watch-

ing a preseason game between the Houston Oilers and the Dallas 

Cowboys when my mom realized she was in labor. My dad has 

always been a fan of football and especially of the Houston Oilers, 

back when they still existed (Luv ya, Blue!), so I can only imagine 

the levels of grief he experienced when he realized he was going 

to have to miss the fourth quarter to get my mom to the hospital.
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In what was an early indicator of my night owl ways, I 

arrived in the world a little after 2 a.m. This was back in the 

days when the medical profession still treated childbirth with the 

respect and awe it deserves, considering something the size of a 

watermelon has just been pushed through something the size of 

a garden hose, so I assume my mom was knocked out for most of 

the excitement and I was whisked off to an incubator somewhere 

for my first few hours in the world. A few days later, it was time 

for our little family of three to go home from the hospital. My 

dad brought me a life- size Raggedy Ann doll that I still own to 

this day, and we made our way home to a one- story brown house 

complete with wall- to- wall luxurious green shag carpet where 

I would smile my first smile, take my first steps, and begin to 

figure out what life is all about.

My parents met in college in the late ’60s and married in 

July of 1969. It seems appropriate that their wedding took place 

just days after Neil Armstrong set foot on the moon and took 

“one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind,” because my 

mom and dad truly came from two completely different worlds. 

In fact, family legend has it that when they first started dating, 

my mom told her parents my dad’s name was Charles Brown. 

Why? Because the fact that his last name was really Marino 

would reveal that he was Italian and Catholic, both of which 

proved to be scandalous to my mom’s small- town West Texas 

family. One could argue here that perhaps Charlie Brown wasn’t 

the most well- thought- out fake moniker, but it just proves that 

some realities are better than anything you can fabricate in an 

attempt to write a good story.

Anyway, because the 1960s were an optimistic time, and my 

parents were both very attractive, I guess they thought all their 
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differences wouldn’t matter in the long run. I have no idea about 

all the ins and outs of their marriage and what went wrong, 

because those aren’t the kind of things you pay attention to when 

you’re a kid. Especially not when you’re busy making up scenar-

ios in which your Barbies travel cross- country in a Winnebago, 

stopping at various destinations to lip- synch Olivia Newton- 

John songs before returning home to their luxurious townhouse 

complete with an elevator and an inflatable hot pink couch.

Now that I’ve been married for almost twenty years myself, 

I know that every marriage is more complicated than it appears 

to be on the surface. It can be a delicate dance of romance, hurt 

feelings, love, driving carpool, cooking dinner, dreams, and a 

lot of work. It’s hard to know why some marriages survive and 

others don’t, other than by some combination of pure stubborn-

ness, grit, and a lot of prayer. A wise, older friend once told me 

that sometimes the best part of staying married is being glad 

later that you did, and I think that’s about the best marriage 

advice I’ve ever heard.

I was eight years old when my parents sat me and my sister 

down one night and explained that my dad was moving out. It 

was one of those moments in life that doesn’t seem all that signif-

icant at the time, but you realize years later that the shockwaves 

continue to reverberate in countless ways.

Also, when you find you’re suddenly one of the few kids 

with divorced parents in an idyllic suburban neighborhood with 

tree- lined sidewalks and cul- de- sacs, you quickly realize life is 

complicated. You learn to be the funny kid to deflect attention 

away from the fact that you’re also the kid who has to have weekly 

meetings with the guidance counselor because you have some 

“anger issues.” Granted, some of my anger issues were attributed 
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to the fact that I tended to “mouth off ” in class with sarcastic 

comments. As it turns out, that’s just my personality.

The next few years were tumultuous. My parents attempted 

reconciliation at one point, then my mom ended up in an ill- 

advised second marriage that ended badly and resulted in our 

moving to Beaumont to be closer to her parents, my Nanny and 

Big Bob. To this day, Nanny and Big Bob serve as proof to me 

that sometimes, two complete opposites find each other and fig-

ure out how to build a life together.

Big Bob was the youngest child in a family of all girls. His 

daddy passed away when he was six months old, so Big Bob was 

raised by his mother and older sisters. I feel certain this was 

God’s way of preparing him for his future, because he married 

my Nanny and had two daughters, four granddaughters, four 

great- granddaughters, and one grandson. He spent his life sur-

rounded by women, so he obviously had a high tolerance for pain, 

lots of talking, and manufactured drama.

He and Nanny were in the same class at Lockney High School. 

Big Bob was a star football player and sure of himself in that way 

only a male who’s been surrounded by adoring females all his life 

can be. One night when they were dating, Nanny was waiting for 

him to pick her up, and he never showed. The next day, she asked 

him why he stood her up, and he replied, “Oh, I showed up but 

I saw through the window that you were wearing those pants I 

don’t like, so I left.” But for all of his bravado, he couldn’t stay 

away from her. He went off to the University of Texas but missed 

home and Nanny so much that he came back a semester later.

She had a date with another boy the night he returned but 

instead, she ran off and eloped with Big Bob. He took her back to 

his house afterward, and the next morning his mother (who by 
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all accounts was more than a little intimidating) found them in 

bed together and said, “Well, you’ve ruined your life.”

Big Bob was part of the greatest generation. He served in 

the Navy during World War II. He left his wife and his little 

girl to go fight for our freedom. While he was gone, Nanny had 

the neighbor girls take pinup- style pictures of her in a green 

bathing suit to send to him. He never talked much about those 

days, but Nanny said she’ll never forget looking outside and see-

ing him coming up the front walk in his sailor uniform the day 

he got home. Not surprisingly (especially considering the sailor 

uniform), my mother was born the next year.

Big Bob worked as an appliance repairman for years. He 

could fix anything. None of the women in my family ever had to 

buy a new appliance. He’d just find old ones someone had thrown 

out, fix them up, and you had yourself a new washing machine.

At any given time, he owned at least three different station 

wagons. Two were usually Pintos. (I don’t think they make them 

anymore. Mainly because the majority of people don’t want a car 

named after a bean, no matter how tasty.) The other was a huge, 

full- sized wagon perfect for loading up stray appliances. They all 

smelled of grease, sweat, and Sir Walter Raleigh pipe tobacco. 

It’s one of the defining smells of my childhood.

My little sister went to a private school, and when Big Bob 

went to pick her up one day, instead of just stopping at the curb 

like the other parents, he drove his huge white wagon all the way 

up the ramp to the front door. Turns out it was raining, and he 

didn’t want her to get wet. She was so embarrassed at his carpool 

line faux pas that she dove headfirst into the front seat like she 

had just robbed the place and yelled, “DRIVE, DRIVE, DRIVE!”

In contrast to Big Bob, Nanny had style and always drove 
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a Cadillac. In high school I would run down the street to her 

house to borrow her clothes and jewelry because she always had 

the latest fashions and a collection of twist- a- bead necklaces that 

would make you weep. I believe the term “bedazzled” was almost 

exclusively invented to describe her style. Big Bob’s fashion sense 

hovered somewhere in the realm between auto mechanic and 

Goodwill chic. He was a big fan of the one- piece, zip- front jump-

suit, and on especially cold days he paired it with a large fur hat 

with earflaps. Also, I never saw him without a pipe in his mouth 

unless he was filling it back up and relighting it.

Most evenings at their house involved Nanny and whichever 

of her girls happened to be visiting sitting around the kitchen 

talking while Big Bob sat in his recliner in the living room. He 

was always quiet, and we thought he was just watching Walker, 

Texas Ranger, but later on he could tell you every word the girls 

had said. One time, when I was fresh out of college, I was cry-

ing to Nanny about how I didn’t have any money and felt so 

overwhelmed. Big Bob was in the other room, but before I left 

the next day, he handed me $100 without saying a word. He 

just silently and faithfully took care of the people around him. 

Looking back, I see that while Nanny often got all the praise 

because she was right in the middle of everything, Big Bob was 

always quietly present in the background, navigating the family 

ship through life like a quiet, steady rudder.

When I was about nine years old, Nanny and Big Bob bought 

a lake house in Colmesneil, Texas, population 318. Our family 

wasn’t necessarily (and by necessarily, I mean not at all) what 

you would describe as “outdoorsy” and had never really dreamed 

of owning any sort of lakefront property until Nanny, who had 

started selling real estate later in life due to her love of Cadillacs 
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and jewelry, stumbled upon the house when her company listed it 

for sale. None of us knew the first thing about boats or docks or 

fishing poles other than what we’d seen in On Golden Pond. (And, 

let’s be honest, Katharine Hepburn and Henry Fonda can make 

anything look dreamy. “The loons, Norman! Look at the loons!”)

To our credit, we all jumped in with both feet. Nanny took us 

up to Granny Graham’s Get It and Go, the oldest grocery store 

I have ever been in, with an equally old Granny Graham sitting 

behind the counter. (We would always describe her as “even her 

wrinkles have wrinkles.”) Nanny bought us Styrofoam tubs full of 

night crawlers so we could bait the hooks of our little Zebco poles. 

We’d sit on the dock for hours with the sun adding to the freckles 

on our noses while we put worms on our hooks by ourselves, and 

catch 104 perch in one afternoon. But with every catch we’d yell, 

“BIG BOB, come get this fish!” And Big Bob would stop whatever 

he was doing to come take our fish off the line for us and throw 

them back in the water so we could inevitably catch them again.

We spent weeks there during the summer, f loating on 

inner tubes, going for boat rides, fishing, roasting hot dogs and 

marshmallows over the campfire, and taking exploratory walks 

down the long dirt road that led to the highway. One summer 

my cousin, Todd, built a floating dock that we christened the S.S. 

Nanny. We’d take it out to the middle of the lake and spend the 

whole day floating and swimming. Everyone would take turns 

making runs back to the house to get drinks, pimiento cheese 

sandwiches, and other assorted snacks. I thought my older cous-

ins were so glamorous and sophisticated as they applied baby oil 

to their skin while cigarettes dangled from their lips, which were 

lacquered with a fresh coat of Maybelline, while a jam- box played 

Waylon and Willie songs in the background.
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Some days, Nanny would drive us down the road to Lake 

Tejas, which was basically the greatest place ever. It was a neigh-

boring lake that had been turned into a real swimming hole. You 

could rent a tube for a dollar and hang out all day. They had huge 

slides and the highest high dive I had ever seen. Every summer 

I had to work up my courage to jump off that high dive, but I 

always had a fondness for impressing the small town boys, so 

I’d eventually take a deep breath, make sure my super- cool OP 

swimsuit was securely in place, and jump. We would spend all day 

floating and jumping until our fingers were pruney, and then we’d 

eat Frito pies right out of the Fritos bag before heading home.

Nights at the lake were spent visiting, sitting around on the 

faux leather couches that stuck to our sunburned legs, and stay-

ing up late to watch The Tonight Show with Johnny Carson. Most 

nights, my sister and I could talk Nanny into playing Skip- Bo 

with us until the wee hours of the morning. The air smelled of the 

aloe vera and Solarcaine everyone slathered on their sunburned 

skin, and the face cream Nanny meticulously applied as part of 

her evening beauty ritual. We were a family full of women, so 

the house often felt like an offbeat sorority consisting of girls of 

all different ages. Someone was always crying about something, 

because at any given time there was someone going through 

menopause, pregnancy, or puberty. Big Bob always went to bed 

early, partly because he was an early bird and, I suspect, partly 

to avoid all the drama.

On days when we’d all had enough of the water and the sun, 

we drove to Woodville to go to the Walmart. (That’s how you 

know you’re in a small town: “the” Walmart, “the” Dairy Queen, 

“the” Sonic.) We’d load up on essentials like new makeup, a 

bathing suit, floats, fishing poles, and toys. This was back in the 
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days when Walmart was found only in small towns, so it was a 

total novelty to city girls. It was also long before I’d experienced 

the phenomenon now known as “Target Shopping,” wherein you 

walk into a store to buy a bottle of Coppertone and walk out $100 

poorer with a cart full of stuff you didn’t even know you wanted. 

We spent hours at the Walmart and were always rewarded with a 

freshly squeezed lemonade and a corn dog apiece from the stand 

set up outside the store. Then we’d head home and take a quick 

swim in the lake before the sun went down. On those nights, we 

skipped the shower and went to bed with our hair damp from 

the lake water, warm in our new pajamas from Walmart as the 

window unit air- conditioning blasted frigid air into the bunk 

room where we slept on foam mattresses.

Nanny and Big Bob sold the lake house several years before 

they passed away, but they are both buried in the little cemetery 

in Colmesneil because the lake house was so much more to our 

family than just a place to fish or ride a boat. It was a piecemeal 

house with an odd layout, because rooms were added to make 

room for more people as my cousins began having families of 

their own, but it’s where real life happened. There were fights in 

that house; there was always drama; there was the Thanksgiving 

Big Bob got so tired of all of us that he drank a little more vodka 

than was reasonable and passed out at the lunch table. It was 

real, messy, raw life full of love, disappointments, celebrations, 

anger, laughter, and tears. As a kid who was struggling with 

what family was supposed to look like, I found it in the waters of 

that lake and in the walls of that little house.

A few years before Big Bob died, he began to lose his memory. 

Nanny said she first noticed it when they were at a wedding, and 

he walked up to her eating a piece of chocolate cake. She asked 
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where he had gotten it, and he said, “Well, it’s over there on that 

table. I just went and cut myself a piece.” She said she wanted to 

crawl under the table when she realized he had been the first one 

to cut the groom’s cake.

During those years, Nanny really needed a break from 

taking care of him, so my best friend, Gulley, and I drove to 

Beaumont to stay with Big Bob for the weekend while Nanny 

drove to Houston to relax with my mom. Around 6 p.m. that 

first evening, we were sitting with him in the living room when 

he asked, “Y’all think Nanny’s ever going to get out of the bed 

this morning?” At the end of the weekend when Nanny got 

home, he told her he’d missed her. She asked, “Where do you 

think I’ve been?” and he replied, “Well, I guess you’ve just been 

at the Walmart.” Which just serves to prove how much time 

we actually spent at the Walmart in Woodville. Except if she’d 

really been at the Walmart, she would have brought him some 

lemonade and a corn dog.

Anytime I spent the night with Nanny and Big Bob, Nanny 

would kiss me goodnight as she said, “Parting is such sweet sor-

row, but we will meet again on the morrow.” She and Shakespeare 

were right; parting is such sweet sorrow. It’s weird that you 

usually don’t know life is going to change until it’s already hap-

pened. I didn’t know our last day at the lake would be our last; 

I didn’t know a day would come when we wouldn’t go back to the 

Walmart; and my mind couldn’t comprehend that one day Nanny 

and Big Bob would be gone. Yet here we are.

Their lives and the time I spent with them stand out to me as 

a shining example that a happy childhood is made up of the small, 

simple things: a Frito pie, a day spent floating in a tube, a trip to 

Walmart, and being tucked in at night knowing you are loved.
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Small Things

Things I Wish I’d Known When I Was a Kid
“Are you there, God? It’s me, Margaret. I just told my 

mother I want a bra. Please help me grow, God. You 

know where.”

Judy Blume, Are You There God? It’s Me Margaret

Early on in my tenure as a mother, I realized one of the joys of having 

a child is that it allows you to revisit things from your own childhood. 

The problem with your own childhood is that you have absolutely no 

bandwidth for realizing life won’t always be so simple. It’s just one 

long, endless stream of school days, summer vacations, curling up 

in a bunk bed next to your best friend while you debate whether you 

should marry Shaun Cassidy or Donny Osmond, and concluding that 

eight- track tapes are a technological wonder which will never be 

improved upon.

Here are a few things I wish I’d known when I was a kid:

1. It’s kind of weird that Bert and Ernie live together.

2. Donny Osmond couldn’t actually see me through the TV set.

3. When your mom asks, “Who broke this vase?” it’s not a real 

question because she already knows.

4. Enjoy how great you feel wearing a swimsuit, because it’s 

short- lived.

5. Eat more popsicles.
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6. There isn’t an actual monster living under your bed, and if 

there were, running and jumping into bed at night isn’t really 

going to help you.

7. If your biggest dream is riding the mechanical bull at Gilley’s, 

then perhaps you should find a bigger dream.

8. On that same note, steakhouses called Tumbleweeds, where 

they advertise that they’ll cut off your tie if you dare to wear 

one in their restaurant, are just a weird response to the entire 

Urban Cowboy phenomenon and will be a brief fad.

9. Santa Claus will never really just bring a lump of coal.

10. All those choreographed roller skating routines you and your 

friends create on the driveway will never come to fruition 

and certainly won’t get you a part in Xanadu II. And not just 

because there will never be a Xanadu II.

11. Letting your grandmother give you a perm is a bad idea.

12. Cutting off all your hair to sport the “Dorothy Hamill” haircut 

is also a bad idea. That’s a very specific cut for a very specific 

kind of person, namely an Olympic figure skater or a cartoon 

character named Buster Brown.

13. Your grandparents won’t be around forever. Enjoy the time 

you have with them and how much they adore you.

14. Baloney sandwiches on white bread with Miracle Whip and 

crushed Doritos in the middle are gross and will one day be a 

socially unacceptable thing to eat.

15. There are few joys in life as simple as spending the night with 

your best friend and staying up late to watch Grease for the 

one- hundred- and- seventy- fourth time.

16. I know you can’t wait for your period to start because you’ve 

read Are You There God? It’s Me, Margaret a thousand times, 
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but once that sucker shows up, it’s going to stick around for a 

long, long time.

17. Don’t be in such a hurry to grow up. Childhood is magical 

and wonderful and the last time you’ll ever feel so completely 

carefree.

18. Someday you will have your own puppy, but you will never 

have a jukebox in your living room, and it turns out that’s 

probably for the best.

19. Bonne Bell Lip Smackers are still one of the greatest 

things ever.

20. Your eyes won’t really stay like that forever just because you 

keep crossing them.
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Yes, Virginia, There 
Is Such a Thing as a 

Naugahyde Sofa

That house was a perfect house, whether you like 

food or sleep or story- telling or singing, or just sitting 

and thinking best, or a pleasant mixture of them all. 

Merely to be there was a cure for weariness, fear, 

and sadness.

J.R.R. Tolkien, The Fellowship of the Ring

We are a soccer family. We spend our weekends at soccer 

tournaments, we shuttle a car full of junior high girls back 

and forth to practices three or four times a week, and heaven help 

us, we record soccer games on the DVR to watch them later. 

This wasn’t something my husband, Perry, and I envisioned for 

ourselves in our pre- kid days, but let’s not even begin to count 

all the ways parenthood redefines what is important to you. You 

know what else I never envisioned? That I would know what 

it’s like to catch throw- up in my hands or spend sleepless nights 
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worrying about a twelve- year- old going off to college when it’s 

still six years away.

My career as a soccer mom (because make no mistake about 

it, this is a second job) began when my daughter, Caroline, was 

in kindergarten. Her first foray into the world of extracurricular 

activities involved a short stint in dance classes that caused her 

to tell us she was “sadder than a pickle that had been eaten,” so 

we decided to make athletics our next stop. The first sport we 

tried was T- ball, and it quickly became evident that there was 

way too much sitting on the bench involved for a kid who makes a 

Tasmanian devil seem lethargic. That’s when we found ourselves 

signing her up for soccer.

What we didn’t factor in was that the soccer team was in 

need of a coach and thus, Perry and I became coaches of a group 

of five- year- old girls who named their team Rainbow Magic, 

because everyone knows that there is no more ferocious magic 

than Rainbow Magic. What they lacked in skill, they more than 

made up for in candy consumption and overall enthusiasm to 

move in a huddle down the field as they all vied for a chance to 

kick the ball. Yet somewhere during that first season, a love of 

the game was deeply planted in Caroline, and here we are seven 

years later, consumed by all things soccer.

I tell you this because it explains why we were all gathered 

around the TV to watch Abby Wambach play her last game on 

December 16, 2015. She is arguably the greatest women’s soccer 

player of all time, and her accomplishments on the field changed 

the game forever and fostered a whole generation of little girls 

who dream of playing soccer at the highest level.

During her last game with the US Women’s National Team, 

Gatorade aired a farewell commercial as a tribute to all Abby 
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Wambach has meant to women’s soccer. It features her cleaning 

out her locker as she says these words in the background, “Forget 

me. Forget my number, forget my name, forget I ever existed. 

Forget the medals won, the records broken, and the sacrifices 

made. I want to leave a legacy where the ball keeps rolling for-

ward, where the next generation accomplishes things so great 

that I am no longer remembered.”

I love this commercial. In fact, I cried when I saw it for the 

first time because there is something so powerful about seeing 

success mixed with true humility and the heart of someone will-

ing to be forgotten so that those coming behind her can achieve 

even more.

Abby’s words have stayed with me, but over time I’ve decided 

it’s not really possible to forget the great ones whose lives have 

played out before us. When you have lived life to the fullest, 

when you’ve carpe diemed the heck out of who and what God 

has created you to be, you leave an indelible mark on the people 

around you and on those who will come long after you’re gone.

The summer after my freshman year in college, I lived with 

my Me- Ma and Pa- Pa. My mom had moved to Oklahoma a few 

months earlier, my daddy lived in Houston, and I wanted to 

spend the summer in Beaumont because that’s where my friends 

were. Most importantly, my high school boyfriend, the one I’d 

been dating for the last two and a half years, was in Beaumont.

It wasn’t a good relationship, and in truth, I knew it was on 

its last legs, but I was eighteen, insecure, and desperate to hang 

on to anything familiar as everything else in my world changed. 
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No one really thought I should stay in Beaumont, but Me- Ma 

and Pa- Pa agreed to let me spend the summer with them on two 

conditions: I had to go to summer school, and I had to be in by 

10:30 every night.

Think about that. I had just finished an entire year with all 

the freedom college offers, and I was going to spend the summer 

with a 10:30 curfew, living with my grandparents. Even on the 

weekends. That is what you call a tight ship. But desperation 

makes you agree to things you normally wouldn’t even consider, 

and I respected their wishes. And at a time in my life when I 

certainly wasn’t afraid to rebel against authority, I didn’t dare 

break their rules. Back then, I wasn’t really sure why I agreed to 

it, but looking at it now, there is no doubt it’s because they were 

my grandparents, and they adored me and thought the best of me 

even when I didn’t deserve it. I didn’t want to disappoint them. 

They felt like the last bastion of people who truly believed I could 

do no wrong.

I thought I was staying with them and enduring a 10:30 

curfew as a last resort, but I now consider that summer one of 

the greatest gifts of my life. I’d spent a lot of time with Me- Ma 

and Pa- Pa ever since we moved to Beaumont when I was twelve, 

because my daddy drove in from Houston every other weekend 

and we always spent the weekend at their house, but that summer 

I got to know them in that way that can only happen when your 

daily lives are intertwined.

While I’d always felt safe and loved at their house, I saw it 

through new eyes. Me- Ma and Pa- Pa’s house was the unofficial 

meeting place for all the extended family members, and they 

came and went all day long almost every day, dropping by with-

out calling first or worrying if it might be a bad time.
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Me- Ma never worried about whether or not the house was 

clean or if she had on makeup. She welcomed everyone with a hug, 

offered them something to eat, and made them feel so incredi-

bly welcome. She showed me what real hospitality is and that it 

doesn’t involve waiting to have people over until you finally buy 

a new couch or remodel the bathroom. And, maybe most of all, 

she showed me that a simple life that revolves around loving your 

family doesn’t equate to a small life.

I had an 8:00 class every morning. I think it was a political 

science class, but I honestly can’t remember because for me, col-

lege wasn’t so much about the actual classroom experience as it 

was about the extracurricular activities. Still, I seem to remem-

ber some talk of various branches of the government. I’d wake 

up in the morning and stumble into the kitchen, even though I’d 

had plenty of sleep the night before, thanks to my 10:30 curfew.

Me- Ma and Pa- Pa would be sitting at the kitchen table, 

drinking coffee and reading the newspaper. They’d discuss what 

they needed from Market Basket that day, because heaven knows 

not a day would pass without at least one trip to the Market 

Basket since it was the cornerstone of their daily activity.

I’d head off to school and arrive back home around lunch-

time. By then Pa- Pa had spent the morning watching The Price Is 

Right and making the first trip of the day to Market Basket. They 

were gearing up for General Hospital, which started at 2:00. The 

sound of the ambulance in the opening credits of General Hospital 

will always take me back to those afternoons, sitting on one of 

their Naugahyde sofas, getting caught up in a bad soap opera plot 

where invariably some girl fell in love with her kidnapper, only 

to find out he was her long lost brother.

Pa- Pa was a master of various culinary delights. Early on 
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in my childhood, he introduced me to the artery clogger known 

as a baloney sandwich on white bread with Miracle Whip and 

a slice of processed Kraft American cheese. It makes me gag a 

little thinking about it now. But his real specialty was sausage 

and potatoes. I’d walk in from class and there he would be, stand-

ing over a skillet on the stove, getting it all ready for me. “BIG 

MEL!” he’d boom. “The cook has your sausage and potatoes 

going!” I’ve spent the last twenty years trying to make them 

like he did and have never even come close. You can replicate a 

recipe, but there is no substitute for all the love that goes into 

someone making something for you just because they know it’s 

your favorite and believe you are so perfect that they don’t even 

notice you’ve gained ten pounds over the course of a few weeks.

That summer ended up being a defining summer for me. I 

finally broke up with the high school boyfriend, decided to go 

back to Texas A&M in the fall, and managed to keep my weight at 

a decent level in spite of all the sausage and potatoes. I watched a 

lot of General Hospital and cried a lot of tears on my Me- Ma’s lap.

And I was home by 10:30 every night.

But I think the greatest gift I received that summer was 

spending every day with two people who thought I’d hung the 

moon and stars. They built me up and loved me unconditionally 

when my self- confidence was at an all- time low. They gave me a 

safe place to land that took me back to childhood for a little while. 

It was a chance to catch my breath and make some good decisions 

for the first time in a long time, which gave me the confidence I 

needed to embrace the future. For that, and for the sausage and 

potatoes, I will be forever grateful.
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As I’ve thought about Me- Ma and Pa- Pa and how they shaped 

my life, I realize I can still close my eyes and recall every detail 

of their home, where I spent so many weekends as a child. It’s 

hard to imagine that a place so familiar, even all these years later, 

is gone forever.

I remember Sunday afternoon naps on the Naugahyde sofas 

and, yes, they were as attractive as they sound. I’d fall asleep 

listening to the sounds of the Houston Oilers playing on TV and 

wake up with my hair plastered to my face, because let me tell 

you, that kind of upholstery doesn’t breathe well.

I remember the yellow rotary phone that hung on the wall 

in the kitchen and the plastic fruit that sat in a bowl on a shelf 

nearby. I used to love to break off the fake grapes and chew on 

them, which is really kind of gross now that I think about it.

I remember the formal living room that was sectioned off 

from the rest of the house by a pocket door. That room was never 

used as much more than a storage facility for a secret stash of 

premium snack items in the china cabinet. Me- Ma would pull you 

aside like a Keebler drug dealer and say, “Psst . . . come see what 

Me- Ma has in here for you,” as she pulled out the Nutter Butters 

or Little Debbie snack cakes.

I remember playing the bubble game in the middle bedroom 

with my sister. We could entertain ourselves for hours by fan-

ning a huge, king- size sheet up in the air like a parachute and 

then pouncing down on the big bed to pop the “bubble,” while 

Jesus in Gethsemane looked down on us from an oil painting 

that hung on the wall. He may have also actually been looking 

down on us from heaven, but that oil painting made it seem like 

he was tangibly in the room, which as a kid was a mix of both 

comforting and creepy.
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At night, I slept with Me- Ma in her pink bedroom. (I’m sure 

at some point she and Pa- Pa shared a room, but those days were 

long gone by the time I arrived on the scene.) It was the most 

beautiful room I had ever seen, with its pink walls, pink fluffy 

bedspread, and gorgeous mahogany four- poster bed. I loved get-

ting out of the bath in the pink bathroom, dusting myself with 

Me- Ma’s pink powder puff, and then climbing into that fancy, 

pink bed knowing that Me- Ma was going to sleep next to me and 

would let me stay up late while she read me stories.

I can picture the way the insides of the closets looked; I can 

see the hallway with its array of family pictures; I can see the 

garage with Pa- Pa’s poker table and picture of dogs playing 

poker hanging on the wall; and I can see the back patio with 

its multi- colored tiles, wrought iron table, and statue of Mary 

looking down on me as I played with my Barbie pool. No doubt 

the Virgin Mary was probably a little scandalized at all the skin 

Barbie showed in her yellow bikini.

In her younger days, Me- Ma was a real beauty. I have her wed-

ding portrait hanging in my hallway, and she is so thin, young, 

and beautiful. By the time I knew Me- Ma, she was obviously 

older, though I realize now she wasn’t as old as I thought at the 

time. She was plump, had graying hair that she kept dyed black, 

and wore a lot of polyester pantsuits. She’d raised three boys and 

lived a lot of life, so she wasn’t necessarily thin and fashionable, 

but man, she was comfortable in her own skin.

I can’t think of her without remembering the way she would 

come hurrying to the door to greet you. She’d have on her turquoise 
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pants, a brightly striped polyester shirt, and some brown SAS 

orthopedic shoes. She would wipe her hands on her pants because 

she was always in the middle of cooking something for lunch 

or dinner. She made the best spaghetti in the whole world, and 

if I had one more day with her, I’d make her write down the 

recipe instead of just letting her vaguely talk me through what 

she put in her sauce. When you left her house, she would stand 

in the driveway to blow you kisses and give you hand signals 

like a flight crew to help you navigate as you backed into the 

street. In spite of the fact that she never learned how to drive, she 

considered herself an expert at directing traffic.

Me- Ma and Pa- Pa were both first- generation Americans. 

Their parents immigrated to the United States from Sicily when 

they were young in search of a better life and landed in Louisiana. 

They eventually settled in Beaumont, Texas. My dad and step-

mom took us to Sicily several years ago, and I can’t imagine how 

depressing it must have been to end up in Beaumont after living 

somewhere so breathtakingly beautiful, a place that had acres of 

vineyards as opposed to oil refineries.

Me- Ma married Pa- Pa against her parents’ wishes. She was 

a high school graduate, and he was a sixth grade dropout. She 

was raised to be a good Catholic girl, and he was a wild bootleg-

ger who gambled and ran moonshine back and forth across the 

Texas- Louisiana border. Her younger sister, Josephina (Fina for 

short), was scared of Pa- Pa until the day he died. If he answered 

the phone, she would just hang up and he’d yell to Me- Ma, “That 

was your dang sister again.”

Pa- Pa was a character in every sense of the word. My dad 

likes to tell us how Pa- Pa would take him to the pool hall while 

they were supposed to be at Mass. He loved to have a good time. 
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Despite his limited education, he used his drive and street smarts 

to provide a nice life for his wife and three sons. And every Friday 

night, he hosted a poker game in his garage. I remember helping 

Me- Ma get ready for all of his poker buddies. The garage would 

be thick with cigar smoke, and I always wondered what went on 

in there because I was never allowed in. He played poker with the 

same group of men for as long as I can remember, and the poker 

games kept going until most of the group passed away and he’d 

say, “Big Mel, all my poker buddies up and died.”

Saturdays and Sundays were always about sports. This 

was back in the days before picture- in- picture was invented, 

so my uncles would set up two TVs with rabbit ears balanced 

precariously on top to get the best picture. A football- watching 

marathon would ensue, along with phone calls to bookies to 

make bets. To this day, I take my best Sunday afternoon naps 

with the sound of a football game in the background.

They had a huge backyard, and Pa- Pa set up two swing sets 

for the grandkids. We spent more hours than I can recall back 

there playing baseball using the big oak trees for bases. Pa- Pa 

would sit and smoke his cigar and watch us play. Every now and 

then he’d yell, “You kids, don’t ruin Pa- Pa’s barbecue pit!” or 

“You kids, don’t mess up Pa- Pa’s garage!” or “Don’t make Pa- Pa 

go get his strap!” He loved to act put out with us, but I know the 

truth is he loved every minute of it.

For most of my life, Pa- Pa drove a huge, old baby blue 

Fleetwood Cadillac. It had an eight- track player that at some 

point got a Kenny Rogers tape stuck in it, so as you flew down 

Avenue A at twelve miles per hour, you were always listening 

to “Ruby, don’t take your love to town . . .” And he loved to tell 

stories. He would sit and tell stories for hours about different 
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things he’d done, and his favorite part was luring us into the 

story like this: “Do you remember that time we went on that trip 

with the Modica boy and his dad? How old were you?” My dad 

would reply, “I think I was ten,” and Papa would say, “No, you 

were twelve.” It was like a game show.

Speaking of game shows, Me- Ma and Pa- Pa watched all 

of them. My love of The Price Is Right came from them. And I 

can’t tell you how many Friday nights we watched Dallas at their 

house. True quality programming for the entire family. That’s 

how I learned to throw a drink in someone’s face after pouring 

it from a crystal decanter and that just because you think your 

husband is dead doesn’t mean it won’t all turn out to be a dream 

and you might find him in the shower.

As Pa- Pa got older, he got a little forgetful. A few weeks 

before I got married, I called to see if they thought they’d make 

it to the wedding. He answered the phone and we talked, and he 

assured me he would be there and wouldn’t miss it for the world. 

Then he said, “Let me let you talk to the cook,” and as he handed 

the phone to Me- Ma, I heard her ask, “Who is it?” and he replied 

“Hell if I know.”

Pa- Pa did make it to my wedding, then passed away a month 

later. One of my biggest regrets is that I didn’t make one last 

trip to Beaumont to see him before he died, but I guess I was 

busy getting settled into my new life as a married woman. I also 

believe there was a part of me that was in denial that he was 

going to die. I’d never lost anyone close to me at that point, and 

I must have believed he was going to be okay. Especially since 

he’d spent every Christmas of my life gathering all of us around 

to announce, “This might be Pa- Pa’s last Christmas with y’all.” 

It was a family joke for twenty- five years.
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But then he really was gone.

Me- Ma slipped away from us unexpectedly. She had a stroke 

that just changed something in her. She was okay physically, but 

something shifted inside and she was never quite the same. She 

lived four more years and had good days and bad days, but it was 

like part of her left and never really came back.

Family was everything to them. They were surrounded by 

the people they loved and who loved them for their entire lives. 

They knew what was truly important, and their home reflected 

it. It was very rare that there weren’t at least twenty people in 

their house at any given time. They were always there to laugh 

at a good joke or old story, to cook a great meal, or read a book 

to a grandbaby. They loved nothing more than to be right in the 

middle of all their people, and there was never a day that didn’t 

see Me- Ma wiping her eyes with the corner of her apron as she 

laughed so hard she started to cry.

What I don’t know is why I thought it would never end. I 

thought we’d always walk up their driveway and Pa- Pa would 

swivel around in his chair to open the door while Me- Ma hurried 

toward us from the kitchen, wiping her hands on her clothes, 

ready to wrap you up in a hug. I know that sounds silly, but 

when you’re young, you take it for granted that things and people 

will just always be there. You don’t realize the richness of a life 

well- lived and don’t question how it all happened.

I’ve always thought I would love to have one more day with 

them to ask about their hopes, their dreams, their heartbreaks 

and disappointments, but I think what I’ve realized as I’ve grown 

older is they probably didn’t think much about those things. Life, 

for the most part, just was what it was . . . good and bad. They 

lived their lives with a faithfulness and commitment to the small, 
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important things we tend to overlook in the quest to do some-

thing grand with our lives, somehow missing the fact that the 

small things are ultimately the biggest things.

Me- Ma and Pa- Pa left a legacy of love and steadfastness. 

Every day they lived out this command written by the apostle 

Paul: “Take your everyday, ordinary life— your sleeping, eating, 

going- to- work, and walking- around life— and place it before 

God as an offering” (Romans 12:1–2 MSG).

Which brings me back to Abby Wambach’s words about leav-

ing a legacy. Me- Ma and Pa- Pa definitely left a legacy that has 

kept the ball rolling forward. The generations that have followed 

them have done things our great- great- great- grandparents in 

Sicily could have never imagined. (And I don’t just mean watch-

ing Bravo and being able to have take- out food and groceries 

delivered right to your door.) But when you’ve left a legacy that 

strong, you can never be forgotten. You shouldn’t be forgotten. 

Because every moment in what some might consider a small life 

was a moment painted with great love.

There is something about grandparents that change and 

shape a child’s life. Your parents have to work hard and discipline 

you to make sure you turn out to be an upstanding member of 

society, while your grandparents can relax and let you stay up 

late and have that second or eighth ice cream cone. Once you’re 

good and spoiled rotten, they pack you off you home to let your 

parents deal with you. This is called “getting revenge.” I can see 

so much of my childhood spent with them in my mind and in my 

heart, and it makes me a little sad to know that it’s all gone, all 

part of a bygone era, a piece of time that shaped me and taught 

me how to live and love well.

Yet their impact will never be forgotten. Caroline has their 
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bedroom furniture. My sister has their living room furniture. We 

all have bits and pieces of the things that belonged to them. And 

more than that, we have the lessons they taught us, the memories 

they gave us, the stories they told, and the way they loved their 

family, day in and day out. These are the things they handed 

down to us when we didn’t even know we were paying attention.
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